
The Challenge For Today’s Publisher 

One of the greatest challenges that publishers face today is 
the changing nature of publication production itself. Lead 
times continue to shorten, content needs to remain flexible 
for multi-purposing across electronic formats, & advertising 
submission needs to be both streamlined and error-free. 
The entire process needs to be managed and automated to 
a greater degree to keep track of costs, resources and 
production time.
What’s becoming ever-more essential is for all publication 
production departments to have real-time, up to the minute 
information on the status of all elements of a publication 
during each production phase - from planning, editorial, 
creative, to advertising - to ensure everyone’s “on the same 
page”. Virtual Publisher brings together project participants 
to create, collaborate and edit any publication faster and 
easier than ever before.

Publication Production Made Simple
COLLABORATIVE EDITORIAL PLANNING • APPROVAL & DELIVERY • PRINT & DIGITAL

Your Online Publication Manager 

Virtual Publisher is an online system designed to help you plan, 
create, collaborate and approve all elements of a publication’s 
multichannel production for print, web, mobile and tablet - all from 
your web browser. 

A Complete Service 
As a “cloud-based” system, there’s no software to install, administer 
or maintain. Virtual Publisher seamlessly connects editorial, 
advertising, traffic, premedia and digital departments into a single, 
cohesive project management and production portal, accessible 
from anywhere - even from mobile devices. 

Streamline Publication Processes & Management 
Virtual Publisher delivers publication process streamlining through 
production time reduction and error minimization, while extending 
advertising deadline windows for greater revenue generation.



The business of publishing has changed beyond all recognition in just a few short years.  
No one really knows how the industry will evolve in the future, but what’s certain is that 
partnering with an experienced, reputable application provider for unbiased advice and 
insight is going to become an increasingly essential strategic component. 

For over 20 years, Blanchard Systems has been partnering with publishers, ad agencies, 
premedia and printing companies to deliver a range of products and services to help increase 
productivity, lower costs and increase profits. As your production technology partner, you can 
be assured of the best possible quality of service and support.

Planning
• Easy-to-use issue layout and planning tools for print and 

tablet editions
• Editorial/Ad Metadata Import 
• Template Creation/Recurring Layout

Advertising
• Fully integrated with our online advertising submission / 

verification portal SendMyAd —see: www.sendmyad.com
• Integration with ad booking for digital IOs

Production
• Online “stitching” of advertising with editorial pages
• Tracking of ads and editorial percentages
• Support for versions, regions and A/B splits

Editorial
• Easy synchronization of stories through unique Adobe® 

Indesign® Plugins
• Story definition and management
• Editor approval
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